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Time, long time—one hundred years—perhaps several
centuries will have to pass, before the world is in a state
to make up its mind whether those who condemned the
play were right or wrong They are right if Time
decides that Shaw satirised, as they think he did, things
that are lovely and of good repute They are wrong if
Time decides that the object of his satire deserved what he
gave it Yet even though Time were to prove them right
in condemning the play as a travesty of truth they would
still be wiong to have condemned "Androcles" as a
play As a work of art it will live as long as our language
lives and it may be that five centimes hence when
"An^rocles and the Lion" is in the Repertory of every
theatre in every town in England people will wonder
what all the pother was about in those far-off days when
passions ran so high and burst forth so furiously when-
ever a playwright dared to say things that people were
not used to hearing
Whatever the judgment of posterity may prove to be,
there can be no doubt of the judgment of the present—
that is of 1913 It was emphatic It was harsh There are
of course, critics who come to a play prepared in advance
to damn it Malvern, 1932 the first performance of
Barry Jackson's production of Shaw's "Too True To Be
Good " A covey of critics comes circling through the
skies The aeroplane bringing them lands and they alight
One, a bird of ill-omenf speaks blithely to a fellow critic
"I'm going to bash Shaw," he says But that sort of
critic doesn't count or kill He is as rare as his remark
is priceless That kind can't kill plays No, it was the
honest critic and it was honest criticism that helped to
destroy "Androcles "
Shaw felt the adverse criticisms very acutely the
anger which he expressed shows how very human he
is "Have you seen to-mght's Pall Mall Gazette?" he
wrote "I see no prospect of anyone (except myself)
kicking the British public into good manners I shall peg
away until the theatre is as silent as the grave "
There was however one solace in the hour of our

